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Parvaah`s flagship campaign“ Mutthi Aahaar”nks

, an NGO founded by brother-sister duo Ishan and Simar Malhotra.They encouraged their friends to
join the organization and since then it is the student community which has been running and managing all its social

welfare campaigns.

The Parvaah team, in association with SERWA, launched the drive , which was carried out to
collect grains for the poor and the underprivileged at Sarvodaya Enclave on 10th June, in New Delhi. The

drive was conceptualized and spearheaded by Ishan Malhotra-Class 10 of JPIS,VandanaVishwanathan-Class 11
of MIS and Madhav Mittal-Class 11 of MIS. The participants came out in droves and supported the cause.These kids went
to each and every house where they were welcomed with warm hearts and big packets were handed over to them.Then
the kids mixed all pulses to make KHICHDI packets.The children felt good and gained a sense of achievement.A portion
of the collected packets was distributed by the kids in the Begumpur Blind School and the remaining was given away to
the construction workers, laborers and other needy people in Sarvodaya Enclave.
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TODAY, the terror network has grown into a hydra headed
phenomenon where if one head is, cut off, another grows in, its,

place. These acts of terror are mostly confined to the parts of Asia,
Europe and North Africa.TheTaliban,Boko Haram,Al-Qaeda and ISIS
are organizations born out of particular superpower interventions and
invasions.They started as resistance movements based on their ideology
of what they think is right.The one thing that connects all the different
terrorist groups is their mindless barbaric attacks.

Terrorism attacks the law and order, and integrity and sovereignty of a
country. It thrives and wins on: society's mild understanding; the lack of
political will and lack of strong laws against terrorism which encourages
them and keeps giving them new targets and they strike at will.They
fracture communities; scare and force people to change their thinking
and their relations with each other. But we must understand that, under
no circumstances should we blame or generalize one community for
collective accountability for the actions of fraction across the globe.The
need of the hour is to think about the factors that have led to the
formation of anti-state groups.We must treat each case as unique and
not indulge in religion blame games for political gains.

Policies and laws should be strict, new skills and technology should be
introduced at investigation levels and there should be an intense follow
up and quick decisions.We need to seek solutions and fight against the
terror activities motivated by greed and leading to grief on religious
pretexts.
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A new world of Terror Crazy things and wings

Benu Malhotra

Aaryandeep Singh Suvitti Khurana

At night,

You will not find me in the room

having a fight,

Instead I will be drawing at my table

With a pencil in my hand concentrated & stable.

I can draw crazy things

Like dogs with wings, Cats blowing fire

And rats replacing an old cars tire

Though I would like a reference

So I could chose my preference

One day I would like to go inside the

hunger games

So I could draw Katniss's dress on flames


